Mobile applications affect user's privacy based on the granted application's permissions as attackers exploit mobile application permissions in Android and other mobile operating systems. This research divides permissions based on Google's classification of dangerous permissions into three groups. The first group contains the permissions that can access user's private data such as reading call log. The second group contains the permissions that can modify user's data such as modifying the numbers in contacts. The third group contains the remaining permissions which can track the location, and use the microphone and other sensitive issues that can spy on the user. This research is supported by a study that was conducted on 100 participants in Saudi Arabia to show the level of users' awareness of associated risks in mobile applications permissions. Associations among the collected data are also analyzed. This research fills the gap in user's awareness by providing best practices in addition to developing a new mobile application to help users decide whether an application is safe to be installed and used or not. This application is called "Sparrow" and is available in Google Play Store.
This study is geared at finding out the dangers associated with mobile applications permissions that can affect user's privacy. Google helps users identifying the list of dangerous permissions which can affect user's privacy. However, it is difficult for the normal user to understand technical terms for these permissions and also it is impractical to check this list each time that the user installs new application. One of the possible remedies is to develop a mobile application with the capability of scanning all program codes of all applications in a mobile phone to give a detailed and systematic report on specific dangers or concerns inherited in applications' permissions in a simple way to be understood by the normal user. This increases the awareness of mobile users and allows them to determine whether an application can affect their privacy or not. If yes, the effect is at which level. Such review helps users assess and analyze whether an application is safe for use or not and help them make sound decisions on whether to install an application or not, thus providing an effective and long-lasting solution The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some preliminary information needed to understand many of the topics tackled in this research. Many of the previous efforts related to mobile permissions were categorized and reviewed in Section 3. Section 4 gives details about the used methodology. Results are analyzed in Section 5 to find any association among the collected data. Implementation details of the developed application are presented in Section 6. Section 7 gives recommendations and best practices to control and compact the dangers associated with mobile permissions. Conclusions and avenues for future work are given in Section 8.
Preliminaries
Since mobile applications use technology that cannot be easily understood by the end user. Android application developers with malicious intents exploit this opportunity to collect users' information and monitor their activities. This section explains the concept of permissions, explores the capabilities a developer can perform in a device, and the different permission phases of different Android versions.
The Concept of Permission
Application developers used to have access to device's hardware or another application's data without user's knowledge. Examples of such access include switching on the camera in the device and spying on the user. Consequently, the concept of permission came to organize and control the accessibility and the transactions that are outside the application's boundary.
Mobile applications permissions aim at helping applications become more dynamic and automatic in their functionality. For example, a recording application will be not function properly if it does not have the permission to access the microphone in the device. Consequently, permissions came to resolve the relation between the developer and the user.
What a Developer Can Do in Your Device?
Exceeding the granted mobile application permissions have caused serious breach of security of information and data for many users; and continue to cause problems for mobile phone users. According to Doherty, Android permissions can be used to carry out many things including spying, stealing of information and data, corrupting data, tracking users, and even stealing of personal data and passwords [4] .
According to Chen [2] , communications applications usually require read and write personal information and contact permissions, but pose many other threats Journal of Information Security to unaware individuals. These permissions can have adverse effects on the user if the application has malicious code that accesses confidential personal information such as passwords, logins and email addresses. Such information can lead to impersonation, loss of money and confidential data. Additionally, sending and receiving SMS and/or MMS usually cost the user and can be diverted into the malicious developer's account [5] .
Another dangerous mobile application permission is tracking. Such applications pose risk to a user since attackers can track user's location which in turn affects their privacy and in some occasions their personal safety [5] .
Another most abused and least understood permission by users is the permission to read phone status and identity. This permission is usually related to calls and allows a mobile user to make calls even amid playing games or engaging in other activities. It allows a user's handset to prioritize phone calls above all other applications and operations. This permission allows an application to know the device ID, the device applications and the user setting. Such identify information can uncover one's ID card number, name, and address [6] . This is because each device's unique ID is identifiable through the network, making it easy to know who has a particular phone since they are managed by the manufacturer.
Through Mobile permissions, Android developers can track users, erase users data, steal users personal and confidential information such as passwords and emails, steal money from users, as well as use unwarranted service payments to drain money from users. Moreover, they can listen to and watch the user through the device, and track user's location. Consequently, there is a need to come up with an effective method to guide users on whether an application is dangerous or not [5] .
Phases of Android Permissions
Since the implementation of Android version 1 in 2008, Android phones used applications without permission requests. This extended from Android version 1 to 2.3.7 in 2010. However, in 2011, Google implemented Android version 3.0 (honeycomb), utilizing API 11, which disallowed applications from having write access to outside application's directory in the secondary storage. They, however, allowed full access to the primary storage outside the application's directory.
The most developed and well-rounded Android permission system was introduced in Android version 4.4 (KitKat), released in October 2013 and ran on APIs 19 and 20. This version required each application to request its needed permissions during installation time. This was in a bid to ensure that users are aware of the areas an application will need access to such as the device's SD card or internal storage before offering the needed services [4] . It should be noted that in this version, an application is either granted full access as requested or installation is aborted as shown in Figure 2 .
The next level that implemented application permissions is Android version to revoke an application's permissions at any time from the application's settings [7] . However, this version mostly implemented its permission requests during runtime and not at installation time. Dangerous applications and those that require permissions during runtime ask for permissions when the application runs for the first time.
In Android version 6.0 Google also introduced the two main major categories of permissions that are normal and dangerous. Normal permissions are the permissions that need to access data outside the application or to use another application operation but that data or use is not risky. While dangerous permissions need to access user's private information, affecting the operation of another application or use sensitive features in the device [7] . Table 1 lists normal permissions that cannot be denied by the user [7] . Table 2 lists dangerous permissions [7] . Table 2 . Dangerous Android permissions [7] .
Permission Group Description Example Permissions CALENDAR Runtime permissions related to user's calendar.
• READ_CALENDAR • WRITE_CALENDAR CALL_LOG Permissions that are associated telephony features.
• READ_CALL_LOG
Permissions that are associated with accessing camera or capturing images/video from the device.
• CAMERA CONTACTS Runtime permissions related to contacts and profiles on this device.
• READ_CONTACTS • WRITE_CONTACTS • GET_ACCOUNTS LOCATION Permissions that allow accessing the device location.
• ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION • ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION
MICROPHONE
Permissions that are associated with accessing microphone audio from the device.
• RECORD_AUDIO PHONE Permissions that are associated telephony features.
• READ_PHONE_STATE
Permissions that are associated with accessing body or environmental sensors.
• BODY_SENSORS SMS Runtime permissions related to user's SMS messages.
•
Runtime permissions related to the shared external storage.
• Starting from Oreo until current Android version 9.0 (Pie) that uses API 28 and was released in 2018, the user has to grant the permission to install applications on a per-application basis. Therefore, applications can no longer sneak malware into your device as they need your permission to install anything.
Literature Review
The current research finds solutions to the future work suggested by following [8] explains that Android system permission model has three major categories; one of them is the dangers categorization. The current study aligns with Pelet study by finding a solution for this dangers categorization. Ayed [9] concluded that there is a need to come up with a solution to help users know when applications use their personal information, the current study also tackles this issue. Felt [10] noted that the permission requested by an application do not indicate whether the permission guidelines have other unnoticeable accesses to other more sensitive information or not. Felt recommended finding automated solution to cover this gap which supports this study regarding the dangers associated with mobile application permissions.
Android system permission model has three major categories [8] as discussed in Section 3.1. Certain permissions can be requested by malicious applications [9] ; this will be discussed in Section 3.2. User awareness and differentiation of risky and less risky permission requests are discussed in Section 3.3.
Permission Categorization
Pelet [8] noted that Android system permission model grants permission to certain areas of a mobile phone to certain applications, while denying others access to other areas of the system. Pelet [8] states that Android system permission model has three major categories: normal permissions, dangerous permissions and signature or system permissions. Normal permissions are not harmful to users, and are granted to any application that requests them. These deal with things like wallpaper management, ringtone management and other related functionalities.
Dangerous permissions, on the other hand are only granted with the user's consent during installation [9] . Signature or system permissions are only permitted after scrutiny of the requesting application to ensure it meets the required criteria. These permissions are only granted to applications that have also been signed by the developer that defined and initiated the permission [11] . These permissions are considered the most dangerous and with high vulnerability because they access and manipulate crucial information on a handset.
Hidden Permissions
Pelet [8] revealed that Android phone application permissions pose some of the most eminent contemporary dangers to mobilephone users. Pelet argued that although permissions have a predefined set of access levels, there is need to determine whether an applications can have hidden permissions, accessing certain areas on the mobile handset could mean more vulnerability and security issues for users.
Ayed [9] stated that certain permissions can be requested by malicious applications, which would later carry out malicious transactions on the user's data and device. Ayed noted that although the permission model is made such that a user is asked to grant permissions before installing an application, the user is not Journal of Information Security notified on how such permitted data would be used. Applications can use granted accesses to collect further information or keystrokes carried out on a user's handset, which poses serious security issues.
Felt et al. [10] noted that permission requests of applications do not indicate whether the permission guidelines have other unnoticeable accesses to other more sensitive information on a mobile device including passwords, private information, personal information and other sensitive information. Such threats to information security like spyware programs pose high risks to users' data and information.
User Awareness of Permission Risks
Applications requesting users' permissions to certain areas of the mobile handset before application installation, gives the user the chance to either accept or decline the installation [11] .
High-risk application permissions should indicate more alarming messages as compared to less risky permission requests. This would help users know which applications are user friendly and which ones are dangerous. This argument originates from the fact that most application permission alerts are presented in the same style, only showing a warning sign without further guidance and details of the nature of the associated dangers [11] . This may mislead many users to think that such messages are norm to all applications, something that continues to drive users into granting access to all application permission requests.
Felt et al. [10] also cited that most users do not spend time to examine and understand the nature and dangers of accesses requested by applications. Some users, however, think that this is a standard procedure that is followed or used by all applications. This trend has seen many users allow access to their personal data, which could pose serious security breaches. Some applications also have inherited mechanisms to send user's data to other users, something that might not be indicated in the permission alerts [9] .
Felt et al. [10] noted that there is a need to come up with a mechanism to enable users to know when applications use their personal information. This would ensure that users are notified when the application uses, accesses, sends, or manipulates personal information. Research also needs to be conducted to find a mechanism that can identify if an application has spyware or other malware programs that could pose a danger to personal data [9] . Additionally, research needs to be conducted to identify if an application has hidden permissions that are not notified to users during installation.
Methodology
In The study covered 100 participants, gender distribution in the study is almost the same with 53% female and 47% male participants, 98% of the participants were aged from 18 to 40 as shown in Figure 7 which means they are mature people knowing what is good and bad for them. 64% of them are educated people that have at least a Bachelor degree as shown in Figure 8 , therefore, most likely, they at least heard about permissions and privacy.
An astonishing statistic reveals that 56% of the participants do not read the The study shows that only 42% of the participants attempt to find an alternative application if they noticed that sensitive permissions are required by their first choice. A question was asked to check the participant's knowledge of parental control in Google Play Store that controls downloading applications to the kid's device. 26% of the participants used it, 63% know about it but did not use it while 11% of them never heard about it.
Only 32% of the participants installed applications from outside Google Play
Store. According to the distributed questionnaire, 53% of participants do not know that most of the applications that are installed from outside Google Play
Store are dangers and have critical access to their data without their permissions.
65% of participants are aware of the high probability that they have installed applications with dangerous permissions and that applications can read or modify their contacts or images. 65% of participants are interested to have a copy of this study's findings.
Results & Analysis
After data were collected from participants through online questionnaire, this section aims to find if there are any interesting relations among different data attributes by discovering some hidden patterns. For this purpose, association rules were used. The term association rule was introduced by Apriori algorithm in the context of market basket analysis. Nowadays, association rules algorithm is one of the most frequently used data mining techniques for finding hidden relationships among data base attributes [12] .
An association rule is a relation between two sides in the form: A  B, A is the antecedent and B is the consequent. A and B are either one variable or set of variables. Usually A is a number of attributes describing a data item and B is the target/output class. A priori is the most widely used association rules mining algorithm. Its aim is to structure a rule-based classifier based on high quality association rules mined from existing transactions on a set of items [12] .
WEKA which is data mining tool with graphical user interface was used to apply association rule classification [13] . Weka has a ready implementation of This rule means that a user who does not attempt to find an alternative application for a risky application, and does not know that applications installed from outside official market may have malicious code, the result is mostly that s/he does not know that there is already malware in his/her device. 
Implementation
A new mobile application is developed to help users decide whether an application is safe to be installed and used or not. This application is called "Sparrow"
and is available in Google Play Store by searching for "Sparrow Protect" or through the link https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=sa.es.sparrow.
Sparrow application is designed to improve Google categorizations of permissions to help users identify dangerous applications in an easy and simple way.
Using this application, a user is able to decide which application is safe for use and which one is not.
Google classified permissions into Normal, Dangerous, and Signature or System. Even if Google website listed the 26 dangerous permissions, it is difficult for the end user to understand what do they mean and hard to memorize them.
Sparrow application simplifies that for the user by classifying applications to three new categories which are:
• Applications that can read user's private data: any application that has one of dangerous permissions labeled with READ (7) as shown in Figure 9 .
• Applications that can modify user's private data: any application that has one of dangerous permissions labeled with WRITE (5) as shown in Figure 10 .
• Applications that can spy on user: any application that has one of the remaining dangerous permissions (14) as shown in Figure 11. 
Mechanism of Sparrow Application
The use of Sparrow application is simple for the user. Two types of scan are available. The first one is sparrow scan and the other is Google-based scan. In Google scan, Sparrow application scans the device and checks the permissions for installed applications. If there is no application requiring dangerous permissions, the user will see a message "Congratulation you do not have risky app". If any application has any permission from the dangerous permissions list, as classified by Google, the name of that application will be displayed in the summary report of risky applications as shown in Figure 13 .
The summary report displays the number of applications in the device, number of risky applications and how many dangerous permission in user's device. In addition to the mobile type, date/time, scan type and scan mode to facilitate report sharing. At the end of the report there is a button for detailed report to scan the permissions for each application and display all permissions under each application as shown in Figure 14 . If an application contains one of dangerous permissions, that application will be flagged in red color as a risky application.
In the home page, when the user clicks sparrow scan, the application scans the device and checks the permissions of installed applications. If an application has any permission from any of the three defined groups (read, write, spy), the name of that application will be listed under its group in the result page as shown in Figure 15 with the mode "Hide System Apps" or Figure 16 with the mode "Show System Apps". Some applications can be in more than one group, some applica- in the device, number of applications that can read user's private data, change user's private data and spy on user and how many dangerous permissions in user's device. In addition to the mobile type, date/time, scan type and scan mode.
At the end of the report, there is a button for detailed report to scan and display the permissions for each application.
Clarification
Sparrow works by reading installed applications' permissions, which means it needs permission to access another application's data. However, Sparrow does not require any permission to work. How it comes? Actually, when the user installs any application in his/her device, the information for that application will be saved in the following system file "data/system/packages.xml". Sparrow reads from this public file, not from files inside the other application's directory.
Moreover, the information in this file is not private information; it is public information about the applications, which is available for anyone. Therefore, this information does not affect the user's privacy. Thus, sparrow does not require any permission to work.
Limitations
There are many functions that can be added to Sparrow application to provide more features for the user. However, these new functions require permissions to work. It has been decided not to add these functions to the application to stick 
Recommendations
Although non-installation of applications can be thought as a clever move to avoid the disadvantages of permissions of Android applications, individuals cannot ultimately use their mobile phones effectively without the use of mobile applications. This section presents some recommendations to deal with the risks of mobile permissions. First, educate users on the importance of reviewing application's permissions before deciding to grant a permission [14] . Second, use "parental control" tool provided by Google to allow parents monitor and control their kids' devices [15] . Third, it is recommended to consult experts in the field when needed. Finally, use "Sparrow" application, which is the outcome of this research, to help users identify risky applications in a device in an easy and simple way to the normal user.
Awareness
Users need to be sensitized and educated about the potential dangers of mobile application permissions. According to Ali et al. [14] , most users are unaware of the dangers inherited in mobile application permissions. Some of the users do not even read the permission requested by applications, blindly allowing access to personal information and data, something that could turn dangerous for them. Educating users on the importance of reviewing and assessing the permission requests of an application before deciding to grant or revoke permission request is a key in improving mobile security.
Use Parental Control
Google provides a powerful tool that allows parents to control their kids' devices.
This tool can control the content in searching, and time for using the device, and restrict downloading applications and many other features [15] . To activate this service, devices for the parents and the kids must be running Android 7 or above. Parents need to create a Google account for their kids, specify the age, parents need also to create an account in Family Link application, and then follow the instructions to add kids under the parent's account. Then in the parent filters they decide what kind of needed restrictions to apply. When the kids log-in to his/her device, the restrictions and rules will be applied to the device. Figure 17 shows the logo of this application.
Ask Expert
Talking to security experts on security forums and online security centers is key in ensuring that an application has less risk. Asking experts on forums can help a user meet fellow users that have suffered while using an application, thus advising a user on the best approach to take in disabling an application [16] . This is based on the fact that some applications can have malicious code that is retained in mobile devices, even after uninstalling the application. Asking experts can also help one to gain technical knowledge on how to access the manifest files of applications and disable malicious code.
Automated Application
The most effective solution to handle the threat of mobile permissions is by designing a master application with the capability of scanning and accessing the contents of the manifest files of mobile applications, which can have malicious code. The master application will also give the user a detailed report on whether there are any risky applications in the handset or not. The detailed report informs the user on whether an application needs uninstallation or not. It also guides a user on what areas of permission access are deemed dangerous for each application and helps the user to decide whether the application is dangerous or not [5] . Apart from that, the master application will continue running in the background, monitoring any updates to the applications. If an application gets updated with a malicious code, the master application notifies the user of the level of threat the update has caused and the possible corrective actions, including revoking certain permissions or uninstalling the application altogether. This application deemed to offer full control and security for the user's mobile handset, enhancing security and privacy for the user, "Sparrow" has many of these functions.
Best Practices
In addition to the previous recommendations, some of best practices that help users protect their privacy include.
1) Read and understand the required permissions before installing an application.
2) Always install applications from trusted sources such as Google Play Store.
Most risky applications cannot be uploaded to Google Play Store because applications are scanned, before being uploaded, to limit developers to obtain per- needs a permission, the application will ask you to grant the permission.
6) Search the history of the application's developer or company to assess whether the application can be trusted or not. This ensures if the application has had previous instances of criminal activity or not. This guides a user into either revoking or granting application access to the system's resources.
7)
There is also a need to install a general trusted application that scans other applications' permissions to assess whether the manifest files have any malicious
code. This will help in identifying applications that have high-risk status, thus eliminating such applications from the system to safeguard user's data and information. Revocation of permission has been termed as the alternative best solution to safeguarding personal data apart from using a master application to scan the system for malicious codes [14] .
8) Attempt not to keep sensitive information in your device, otherwise, encrypt sensitive documents.
Conclusions and Future Work
Mobile applications permission is relatively a new security topic that needs extensive research to find out all the inherited challenges. Research suggests ways of ensuring that mobile application permissions are straight forward, enabling the user to make sound decisions on whether to install an application or not by reviewing the permissions requested by mobile applications before granting access to the areas they seek. The result of this study showed the participants are more than 18 in age and around 64% of them have at least a Bachelor degree which means they are responsible and educated users. However, more than 50% of them do not read the application's permissions before installing it. This raises concerns about the security of younger and less uneducated users. Based on the aforementioned reasons, there is need to develop an easy solution to solve this problem.
Dangerous permissions are classified into read, write and spy permissions. To 2) Does not require technical knowledge.
3) Easy to use.
4) Available freely in Google Play Store.
Research also suggests recommendations and best practices about what a user should do if s/he needs to use an application with dangerous permissions.
